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In [ I], J. de Groot gives a topological characterkation of met&able 
cubes. In [ 21 some ideas which occur already in [ 1 j are made more ex- 
plicit and are carefully investigated. This leads to a characterization of
products of compact otally ordered spaces in terms of conditions on a 
subbase of the space. The purpose of the present paper is to generalize8 
the results of [ 21 to the case of topological products of arbitrary totally 
ordered spaces and products of subspaces of totally ordered spaces. Some 
results from a paper by the present author and E. Wattel [ 33 are 1iste:d 
in Section 2 below for iater use. 
2. Some known results 
A topological space (X,y ) is ca”nPed totally odmble if 
linear ordering on the set X sulch that the order topology 
with 7. 
there exists a 
on X coincides 
‘2. I. Definition. A collection % of sets :9t I called a nest if for any two mem- 
bers IV1 and N, of % it is true th,at either N, C N2 or N+, C N, . . . 
All spaces unlder consideration i  this paper will be T, 
95 
96 I J, Y~PI galem, Rmducts qf tutally ordered spaces 
qmxs consis”Lin:g of more than one point. If 3 is an open subbase for 
tihe toydogy of a spaces X, then it is assumed without loss of generality 
that+& (~5 andfled. 
Proas ..‘s of the following theorems can be found in [ 31. 
2$.3. arhleorem. A T, spice X is homeomorphic to e subspace of a totally 
order& space if and only if X has apz’ open subbase which is the union of 
two ne8 t,s. 
2.4. T%;;:orem. A T, space X is total@ orderable if snd only if there exists 
an open subbase J for (he. topology t?f X satisfying the folIowing condi- 
tions : 
(i j 14 is the union ojC two nests; 
(ii) if S, E 3 and S, = n (5’: S, c S E J \ (S,)}, then 
S, = U{S: S c S, and S E J \ {S,}} , 
i. e. ifan element S, of & is the intersection of all elements of 3 which 
properlt contain S,, then S, is also the union of the elements ofJ 
which are properlv contained in SO. 
Remark. In [3], a subbase J satisfying condition (ii) is called an inter- 
locking subbase. 
2.5. Theorem. A T, space X is homeomorphic to a connected totally 
ordered space if and only if X has an open subbase J satisfying the con- 
ditions . jf Theorem 2.4 and, moreover, the fcbllowing condition: 
(iii) $/-P any two subcollections J 1 and J 2 of J such that 
UJ, u WCs,-=x, 
it is true .&at 
efinition. Let 3 be any collection of sets. We define a relation - 
on 3 by S, - S, if and only if A’, C S2 3r S2 C S,. 
2.7 otem. Suppose that a space X has an opem subbase 3 satisfying 
the wing conditions: 
(i) If SO u S, = X = SO w S,, with Si E J for i = , 1, 2, then S, fly S,; 
(ii) for each S E J there exists S” E J zuch that S U S’ = 
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Then -s is an equivalence relution on J , 
Let us denote the set of - -equivalence classes by 
Y=(J,:w%l). .- ,. 
‘,f 
Then to each 3 ty E Sp there exists a uniquely determined class d h E !P 
such that if S E 3 and S’ is any element of cs with the property thal 
S LJ S’ = X, then 5’ E 6:. The class J’ does not depend upon rlhe choke 
of S E 3,. Moreover, (&) = 6,. 
5 ‘, 
2.8. R.emark. A pair ( J,, &$ ) as above will be called a pair of comp/le- 
men -41 ry classes. 
3. Characterizations 
3.1. Theorem. 4 T, space X is homeomorphic to the topological product 
of tlntnlly orderable spaces ijknd only if X has an open subbase 3 with 
\ 
the Jotro wing properties: 
(i) if So U S, = X = S, u S,, with S, E J ,for i = 0, 1, 2, then &her 
S, CSzorS,CS,; 
(ii) to each S E 3 lhere exists S’ E J such ;hat S U S’ = X; 
(iii) if S, E S a& 
s, = n (S: s, c A!; E 3 \ (S,}) ,, 
then 
SO=lJ-[S: SC S0andSE3 \ &I-> ; 
(iv) every covering e of X by elunents of 3 has a subcovering e ’ 
such that for any two elements S, E E! ’ and S, f 6?‘: either S, f: S, or 
S, C S, or S, n S, = (D or S, U S, = X. 
Proof. Necessity: Let {Xa: ~1 E A) be a family of totally ordered spaces 
(i.e., spaces which carry the order topology kduced in X, by a linear 
ordering <a on X,), and for each (Y E A let o(, be the subbase o~X, con- 
sisting of all sets of the form (x f Xcy : x Car ia] or {x E X0 : a l :CQ x) , 
whelre a rum through Xy. Let X = II {X, : a E :4), and let 
where nar : X + Xa is the natural projection. Then 3 is arl open, ~ut,l~sc;‘t 
for the product topology in X which c early :dsfk:s the con 
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Sufficierocy : In view of Theorem 2.7, we may denote 9, the set of til 
--equiva’lence classes, in the following way. For suitable index set A, 
~={~~:arfA)CI (32,:aEA}, 
where for each 01 E A, .Q, and 3e (y are complementary classes (see Re- 
mark 2.8) and whenever aI{ # cy2, then A?+ # L!,, and &., ‘It %&. For 
eacha 64, put J, = Ear u 3e’,. It is easy to see that condntion (iv) of 
the theorem implies: 
(iv’) ff e is any covering of X by elements of 3, then there exists an 
Q E A such that e n J, is a covering of X. 
Following [ 21, fos each t% E A define an equivalence relation =ol on 
XbY 
x =(& y if and only if for all L E .ti?*, x f L * y E L . 
First we prove that 
(1) x sar yifandonlyifforallR@R,,x~R*y~R. 
Suppose that for points x and y of X and for some a E A there exists 
I? E 92& such that x E R and y $ R. For each z # x there exists S, E $ 
such that 
zES,CX\ {x}, 
because X is T,. Then e = {S,: ZEX\R}W (R}isacoveringofXby 
elements of 3 . By (iv’) there exists fl E A such that (2 n 3 p is a covering 
of X. Since R is the only element of e containingx, we haveR E e n 6,, 
&nd hence fl = Q. But then there exists C E e n 3, such that y E C. 
Since x $ C and n” E R E 92*, it follows that C E & Thus, if x 
and y are separated by an el!ement df %, , they are also separated by an 
element of gal (and, of course, conversely). This prloves (1). 
For each x E X and cy E A we denote the s,-equivalence class of x by 
[xl,, the quotient set X/zol by X0,, and the cai2onical projection of X 
onto Xoc by vLu. Endow each Xa! with the topology generated by the sub- 
base 
Then, in view of (1) it is easy to see that each space X& is T, and that 
foreacha! EAl and for allS% 3,, 
(2) 71,‘b?JSll =s. 
Hence all functions qa, QL E A, are continuous. For each ar 
the union of the two nests A?~ and 
nests. 




;at O, sa!isfies condition (iii). Observe first tha8 for 
andSE &, 
and that for any two elements S, and S, of 4,, 
(4) S, -2 * rl,[&l+ r),[S,l l 
(3) and (41) follow readily from the definition of the relation zar. Now 
suppose that for some QC E A and S, E 3 Qt, 
Put 
D=n(s:s,,pE d,\cs,+ 
Then, using (3), one st!!es easily that D = SO. Since S E J,, whenever 
SO c S E d , it follows that 
s, = n{s: s,,) c s E 3 a q+) . 
But Fen, by condition (iii), 
% 
=U(S: scs() and&SE d \ {S($ 
=U{S: ScS,andSe CT,\ (S,}). 
In view of (3) and (4) it follows that 
which proves (iii) for a,. 
It now follows from Theorem 2.4 that for each ti E A the space & is 
totally orderable, 
Let T = Tl( Xa : ~1 E A) be the topological pro&t of the spaces Xa, 
and let vr, : T + Xa be the projection of T onto XL>. In a natural way there 
exists a map f: X + T such that for each Qc E &4, qi Q f = 12,. Clearly f is 
one-to-one and f is continuous because, by (2), all functions qoll are con- 
tinuous. 
Next we show that f is sujective. Suppose to the contrary that there 
exists a point p = (pJaEA E T \ f IX]. Consider the-collection 
@=(SE~: ifSE J,,thenp,$rl,[S]}. 
Then C is a covering of A’. For let x be an arbitrary point of Al; then 
*there xist ‘Ye E A such that [xl,, = V&~(X) # pLyo, because p $ 
am 9. van Men, Raducts of total@ ordered spaces 
Next the:re xists saO E (I’~* such that 
]x],O E s(Q c &* \ IP,J l 
By definition, for some S E d Qc ps,, =.q,+, [s]. Since pa, 4 qa, fS1, we 
’ have S E e :Moreover, 
by (2). Hence t? covers IY. Colrdition (iv’) now yields that there exists an 
a)1 E A such that e n c&, covers K. This implies that {‘i;t,, [S] :S E e n c&) 
is a covering of XQ,. So there exists S, E e n da1 with the property 
that p,, E qu,[S1], which contradicts the definition of e. So T = f[Xl. 
Finally we prove that .f is an open map, and consequently a homlzo- 
morphism of X onto T. Sincle f ‘is one-to-one, it suffices to show that for 
each S E 3 , f[S] is open in ‘r, because J is an open subbase of X. In 
fact we shaii prove that if 3’ E 3 , so for some or E A, S E S,, then 
It is clear from the definiticbcl off that f [S] c n,:l [q&Y]]. In order to 
prove the converse, choose t E n;l177, [S] 1. Then there exists an x E X 
such that l= f(x), because ,c‘ is subjective. It folltiws that ~Jx) = n,(t) E 
E qcy [S], so x E S, by (2). Consequent!y n;l[q,f;i]] C f [S], So f is an 
open map. 
This proves Theorem 3. II, 
3.2. Cordlasy. A T, spacle X is hom(eomorphic to the product of sub- 
spaces of totally orderable ipases if and only if x’ has an open subbase> 
which s&isfies the conditioirs (i), (ii) and (iv) oj’ Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. Condition (iii) was o rat* - liFted to prove that each of the spaces X& 
has a 8subbase (3rcu which sa ti. !! i& .:onditio ;t (iii) applied to 0,. In view of 
Theorem 2.3, the corollary is clear. 
3.3. Corollary. A TK space X is homcl~,mi~rphic to the p.roduct of con- 
i7;iectet; ;orc,-&7 040’!*fl’-r 7 _, _-, UU4ti +~uc~~ dJ%rsLi wdy ijX tins c1 subbase c) which 
satisfies the conditjons of T/iporem 3.1 and, moreover, the foliowing 
condition : 
(v) for any non -empty subcoUet:I!tions d, und CT2 0-f 3 such that 
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it is true that 
Proof. It is clear from the 3rob- f of Theorem 3.1 that the ~ubbasc,s qI,of 
the spaces XQ satisfy ,the conditions of Theorem 2.4. If ore uses relation 
(2) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is easily seen that the subbases a,! alsc 
satisfy condition (iii) of Theorem 2.5. .Hence all spaces Xhl arc connected 
totally orderable spaces, which proves Corollary 3-3. 
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